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The Supply Chain Provider Presented Its Latest Innovative Technologies
Seldat Technology Services (STS), a leading provider of technology-based global
supply chain solutions participated in the Innovation Conference for Police in Israel on
July 18th. The conference was attended by representatives of the Israeli security
forces dealing with logistics. Seldat exhibited its latest technology and IT platforms to
raise awareness of innovation in the civilian sector as possible logistic resources for
the Israel police force.
Chacko Verghese, SVP and Global CTO, STS, presented an inspired presentation
"Supply Chain Utopia via Technology." He reviewed today’s technology and how it can
drive a better supply chain.

“Seldat Technology Services is dedicated to delivering best-in-class supply chain
technology solutions readily adaptable for any user including the armed forces and
police,” stated Chacko.
STS products include: WMS360, a Warehouse Management System, RFID (radiofrequency identification) automation products, BPO, a Business Process Outsourcing
program, DMS, Delivery Management System and more. Its’ highly qualified team of
experts were available to discuss these innovative technologies for the supply chain.
There is a huge demand to enable the Israel Police to recognize new technologies that
are relevant to improving its’ logistics division's performance in the optimization of
work processes including: vehicle fleets, management and maintenance of buildings,
safety, supply chain, purchasing, etc.
About Seldat Technology Services
At Seldat Technology Services (STS), we are problem solvers and efficiency
aficionados. Headquartered in New Jersey with offices in Canada, Israel, and
Vietnam, our 250+ employees enable business and customer success through
technology-driven supply chain solutions. STS offers comprehensive solutions
packages developed by in-house experts and designed for the changing supply chain.
Our end-to-end solutions span from manufacturing through last mile delivery, and are
comprised of supply chain consulting, customized IT services, product R&D,
warehouse automation, and best-in class customer support. For more, visit
tech.seldatinc.com.
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